The subject of research is the numerical integration of atmospheric chemical kinetics systems. The application lies in the study of air pollution, modelled by atmospheric chemistry-transport problems. This application puts high demands on the e ciency of the sti solver. Three explicit methods are discussed and compared for a selected chemical kinetics system which is representative for the state of the art. The rst and the second method are of the explicit QSSA type and the third is based on the two-step backward di erentiation formula, combined with Gauss-Seidel iteration to approximately solve the implicitly de ned solution. This also renders the method explicit. In the comparison the two-step method comes out best. Note: This paper is one of a series on the development of algorithms for long range transport air pollution models (CWI projects EUSMOG and CIRK). J.G.
Introduction
The subject of this paper is the numerical integration of ODE systems from atmospheric chemical kinetics. Such systems can be cast in the nonlinear form d dt y = f(t; y) := P(t; y) ? L(t; y)y; y(t) = (y 1 (t); ::: ; y m (t)) T ;
(1:1) where P(t; y) is a vector and L(t; y) a diagonal matrix. The components P k (t; y), L k (t; y)y k are nonnegative and represent, respectively, production and loss terms for compound y k . The reciprocal of L k is the physical time constant or characteristic reaction time for y k . Generally the range of time constants is large, which implies that in most applications the ODE system is sti .
Our application lies in the study of air pollution, modelled by atmospheric chemistrytransport problems. In practice, the transport nature of air pollution involves the numerical y Paper presented at the Numerical Mathematics Conference NUMDIFF-7, Halle, Germany, Sept. [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] 1994 . The paper has been accepted for publication in the Proceedings which will appear as a special issue of the journal 'Applied Numerical Mathematics '. integration of the associated atmospheric chemical kinetics equation (1.1) at thousands of gridpoints or trajectories. Because (1.1) is sti and can have a large number of components, ranging from 20 to 100 say, this numerical integration can be extremely time-consuming and therefore very fast methods are required. The accuracy demand is modest, however. For atmospheric chemistry-transport problems a relative accuracy higher than 1% is generally thought to be redundant due to the presence of model uncertainties. This low level of accuracy can of course be exploited in the selection of a suitable method.
Nowadays popular in many atmospheric chemistry-transport studies (see e.g. 5, 9, 10, 11, 16] ) are the so-called QSSA (quasi-steady-state-approximation) methods, in the eld introduced in 6, 7] . QSSA methods are based on the simple rule y(t + ) = e ? L y(t) + I ? e ? L L ?1 P (1:2) which is exact if P and L are constant. QSSA integration rules thus are designed under the assumption that in reality P and L are slowly varying functions. QSSA integration rules are always similar to (1.2) and hence are explicit, since L is diagonal. This means that they possess a workload per time step comparable to that of a low stage, explicit Runge-Kutta method. Hence per time step a QSSA solver is cheap in comparison with general purpose sti ODE solvers, which mostly are implicit and therefore carry a considerable overhead. QSSA methods also enjoy a remarkable good stability behaviour and, as far as stability is concerned, often allow stepsizes as large as an implicit method would use.
A rather limiting disadvantage, however, is that in this range of stepsizes straightforward solution of the chemical equations usually produces errors signi cantly larger than the above mentioned 1%. This accuracy limitation can be removed to a great extent by tuning the method for the chemical kinetics scheme in use. This tuning is mainly based on lumping sets of related chemical reactions into new ones which are less troublesome to solve numerically, and are designed to conserve the mass of the most important chemical species. When the tuning is carried out carefully, then a QSSA solver can be made more e cient than implicit general purpose solvers, like those based on the celebrated backward di erentiation (BDF/Gear) formulas. Without this tuning the reverse can hold true, as is illustrated, for example, in 16] . A great disadvantage is that tuning and lumping often appears to be a laborious task when the chemistry has to be adapted.
Continuing our previous work on the two-step BDF/Gauss-Seidel method 15], in the present paper we will compare this method with two QSSA schemes. For that purpose we have chosen the EMEP MSC-W ozone model chemistry from 11, 12, 13] , which is representative for the state of the art in the eld of regional air pollution modelling. The rst QSSA scheme is the 1st-order consistent EMEP scheme developed jointly with the chemical model, an updated version of 6, 7] . The second QSSA scheme is the 2nd-order, two-stage scheme proposed in 16]. Our comparison serves to show that the equally simple two-step method can be made more e cient than these two QSSA schemes, in particular near the 1% error range. To begin with we present the two-step method. This presentation is entirely based on 15]. There is only one notable di erence to mention which has to do with the use of the Gauss-Seidel iteration technique. In 15] we iterate till convergence, subject to an imposed tolerance. Here we prescribe the number of iterations beforehand, which simpli es the implementation of stepsize control. Various experiments have revealed that this works equally well. In fact, it is often possible to integrate e ciently using only a few iterations. Note that then the order of the components processed by the Gauss-Seidel technique can have some in uence on the stability and accuracy.
The two-step method is based on the variable step, second order BDF formula y n+1 = Y n + f(t n+1 ; y n+1 ); = t n+1 ? t n ; (2:1) where = (c + 1)=(c + 2), c = (t n ? t n?1 )=(t n+1 ? t n ) and Y n = (c + 1) 2 y n ? y n?1 =(c 2 + 2c): (2:2) We have chosen the second order formula in view of the modest accuracy requirement. The approach can of course be examined also for higher order BDF formulas. Our use of the GaussSeidel technique exploits the chemical kinetics form (1.1), by which (2.1) can be written as y n+1 = F(y n+1 ) := I + L(t n+1 ; y n+1 )
?1 Y n + P(t n+1 ; y n+1 ) : (2: 3)
The Gauss-Seidel technique is now applied to the nonlinear system of equations y = F(y) in the standard way. Hence, given the iterate y
, we have the componentswise formula y For our problem class this always holds for the production term P, but generally not for L.
Observe that for components for which both P k and L k are constant in y, the solution is obtained in one iteration. Consequently, when individual components rapidly approach their steady state value P k =L k , they are handled e ciently and accurately by (2.4) . In this respect the current iterative approach bears a resemblance with the explicit QSSA approach. The di erence is that we start from the numerical integration formula (2.1), which does not a priori assume that P k and L k slowly vary, in contrast with the QSSA formulas. This is a better starting point for components for which P k and L k are really varying, supposing that the Gauss-Seidel technique then still yields a su ciently good approximation within one or a few iterations. Our experience is that this is indeed the case. In addition, the technique also appears to be very stable. In this respect we have not observed much di erence with the more commonly used iterative modi ed Newton technique. Needless to say that the latter technique introduces much overhead, especially when frequent stepsize changes have to be made.
We now discuss the actual solver based on (2.3)-(2.4). As initial iterate we use the extrapolation y
= y n + 1 c y n ? y n?1 : (2:5) This means that even with one iteration, the actually applied integration scheme retains the second order of consistency. 
The stepsize is further constrained by a prescribed minimal and maximal value. If two successive rejections occur we simply restart the process. The missing starting value after a restart, or at the true start at the initial point of time, is computed with the implicit Euler method which is treated with the Gauss-Seidel method in the same way as the twostep method. When a variable stepsize is used, then a safe guess for the initial stepsize is computed by replacing E n+1 in (2. In other words, the initial step is chosen so that the rst Taylor series term f(t 0 ; y 0 ) satis es the absolute/relative tolerance requirement. The two-step scheme is then applied with the same stepsize and after that the variable stepsize mechanism is activated. Normally (2.9) will lead to a rather small initial guess, which will be accepted and subsequently rapidly increased according to (2.8) .
We conclude this section with some results obtained by the two-step solver for the model from 9, 15], so as to illustrate that xing the number of Gauss-Seidel iterations is competitive with the 'iterating to convergence' approach followed in 15]. Note that in 15] its predecessor has been favourably compared with the sti ODE solver DASSL 1]. The test model contains 20 components and 25 reactions. The initial data is such that an initial transient is present, while the Lipschitz constant is about 1:5 10 7 (see 16] ). Hence the ODE system is very sti , provided the integration interval is su ciently large which is true here. It should be noted that the reaction constants in the model example are constant, so that outside the initial transient no sudden large changes in the concentrations occur. We will give results at t = 60, at which time the solution gets close to its steady state.
4
Variable stepsizes were used with one till ve iterations. No minimal and maximal stepsize was prescribed. The following three values for atol k and rtol k were used for all species, atol k = 10 ?6 TOL; rtol k = TOL; TOL = 10 ?1 ; 10 ?2 ; 10 ?3 : (2:10)
For these tolerances, the initial stepsize 1 determined by (2.9) equals 4:7atol k , approximately. These small initial stepsizes reveal the initial transient and arise because we take atol k rather small, which is desirable since a number of the concentrations are zero at the initial time and remain small for evolving time. Table 1 , the counterpart of Table 1 from 15], yields at the speci ed time t = 60 the number of signi cant digits for the maximum relative error, de ned by SD = ? log 10 max k jy n k ? y k (t)j jy k (t)j ; (2:11) and STEPS = the number of integration steps. The results compare well with those from 15]. Note that even with a single iteration the solver works satisfactorily. Also note that for a given value of TOL and increasing number of iterations, the number of time steps remains equal. Only the accuracy increases until the accuracy is reached which the original 2nd-order BDF formula (2.1) would yield on the stepsize sequence used. In this section we will brie y discuss the EMEP ozone model and the two QSSA schemes. Because the model is rather voluminous and the schemes are intertwined with the chemistry, especially the EMEP scheme, they cannot be described in full detail in the present paper. More details will be given in the companion paper 14], the purpose of which is to further test and compare the QSSA schemes and the two-step scheme under a much larger variety of realistic atmospheric conditions.
The EMEP ozone model
The EMEP MSC-W ozone model is a single-layer trajectory model which calculates concentrations of photochemical oxidants every 6 hours over the whole of Europe. The most recent version of the model is described in 11, 12, 13] . The model is a development of the previous Norwegian trajectory models from 4, 8] . Columns of air in the atmospheric boundary layer (the lowest 1 km, approximately, of the atmosphere) are followed along speci ed 96-hour trajectories, picking up emissions of SO 2 , nitrogen oxides NO x , CO and hydrocarbons (RH) from the underlying grid. The model domain covers the whole of Europe with a grid resolution of ca. 150x150 km 2 . The mass-conservation equations are integrated along 5 each trajectory, taking into account emission inputs, chemical reactions, dry and wet removal processes, and the in uence of relevant meteorological parameters. Chemistry and transport are solved separately, so that the chemical reaction terms are cast in the form of the ODE (1.1).
The chemical scheme consists of about 140 reactions between ca. 70 species. The mechanism has been described fully in 12] although with 8 additional reactions as described in 13]. Rate coe cients are often variable, depending on temperature and, for some, humidity. Photolysis rates obviously depend on solar elevation and cloudiness, and undergo a discontinuity at sunrise and sunset. The time step for changes in spatial position, emissions, meteorological parameters, etc. is 2 hours, whereas that for chemistry has been 15 minutes with the QSSA scheme used so far. One month of calculation currently requires about one CPU hour on a CRAY Y-MP 4D/464 computer, with solution of the chemistry equations taking ca. 85% of CPU time.
3.2. The QSSA scheme
The QSSA scheme was originally developed by 6, 7] . It is derived from the rst order consistent formula y n+1 = e ? L n+1 y n + I ? e ? L n+1 (L n+1 ) ?1 P n+1 ; (3:1) which is the implicit numerical counterpart of (1.2). Starting from the initial iterate y n functional iteration is applied for approximating y n+1 . This renders the scheme explicit. The number of iterations may vary per component. In the EMEP scheme two sets of components are selected. To the rst set only one iteration is applied. This yields
where L n k = L k (t n ; y n k ) and P n k is de ned similarly. If for a component in this rst set L n k < 0:01, then for this component e ? L n k is replaced by 1 ? L n k , resulting in the explicit
Euler formula y n+1 k = y n k + f n k : (3: 3) If for a component in this set L n k > 10:0, then e ? L n k is replaced by zero, resulting in the steady state solution expression y n+1 k = P n k =L n k : (3:4) To the second set of components up to ve such iterations are applied. The selection of these two di erent sets is based on chemical considerations and on stability. Loosely speaking, components for which a rather strong nonlinear coupling exist belong to the second set. Note that the replacements of the exponential function are not essential, since the exponential function automatically takes care of these replacements with su ciently large accuracy.
Of more importance is that the scheme is rather heavily tuned for the speci c chemistry used. The tuning consists of checks on the magnitude of certain concentrations which are known to be related somehow. If the computed values for these concentrations do not obey these relations, then they are xed to do so. The scheme also greatly bene ts from its lumping procedure, which successfully eliminates strong couplings between certain components. Lumping can be viewed as transforming small subsets of the ODE system to sets of For more details we refer to 16]. The scheme will be applied in combination with two di erent lumping procedures, viz. the full lumping as used in the EMEP scheme and the more simple NO y lumping (3.7). The latter will also be used by the two-step scheme. These box-model computations can be interpreted as single trajectory computations in the EMEP trajectory model. In our case the integration covers 112 hours, starting at sunrise at 04:00 hours (t = 14400) at the rst day and ending at sunset at 20:00 hours at day ve (t = 417600). The initial values are chosen somewhat arbitrary and hence introduce, for certain components, an initial transient. This initial transient has disappeared after a couple of hours. At sunrise and sunset photolysis rates undergo a discontinuity which also introduces sharp gradients for certain components.
For the numerical integration the 112 hour period is divided into 56 integration intervals of 2 hour length, in accordance with the time step for changes in coe cients and parameters in the EMEP model. This implies 56 restarts for the two-step solver, including those at sunset and sunrise. Note that a restart involves the use of the 1st-order backward Euler formula and that we also restart if we work with a constant stepsize. 4 3 ). This steady state assumption is realistic in practical applications and is imposed in the QSSA schemes. It is not imposed in the two-step scheme since this scheme does not need it, as explained in Section 2. Thus, with the steady state assumption for the radical species imposed, the system becomes moderately sti in view of the fact that the integration interval length in our application is 7200 sec. On the other hand, for this 2-hour interval the required number of steps for a common explicit method remains a great deal too large for the actual practice. Below we will see that the explicit QSSA schemes and the twostep method combined with Gauss-Seidel iteration require only a fraction of what a common explicit method would need.
Schemes, stepsizes, iterations and CPU times
The schemes are denoted by QSSA1: The 1st-order consistent EMEP scheme with the full lumping procedure. A constant stepsize is used, as in the EMEP model. QSSA2: The 2nd-order consistent two-stage scheme with the full EMEP lumping or the more simple NO y lumping. Again a constant stepsize is used.
TWOSTEP: The 2-nd order consistent two-step solver with the NO y lumping. Now both constant and variable stepsizes are used. Throughout, for the rural test case only one GaussSeidel iteration is applied and for the urban test case two.
Applying more Gauss-Seidel iterations usually improves the accuracy of TWOSTEP, as to be expected. However, when also CPU time is taken into account, not always a clear advantage was observed above using one or two iterations with a correspondingly smaller stepsize. This especially holds true when integrating with a variable stepsize. As a rule, we therefore prefer to work with only a very few iterations and a smaller stepsize, because this is advantageous at restarts after sunset and sunrise since then certain concentrations possess very large gradients. Some trial and error runs revealed that for the rural case a single iteration su ces and also works out more e ciently than two iterations. For the more di cult urban case it is just the other way around. We haven't put much e ort in trying also a higher number of iterations.
When using large constant stepsizes the NO y lumping works out bene cial for TWOSTEP for coping with large solution gradients, as it does for the QSSA schemes. For su ciently small stepsizes the e ect will become negligible. Hence when integrating with a variable stepsize there is less need for lumping, since the method automatically will reduce the stepsize when large solution gradients occur. We note that the NO y lumping is straightforward, as this group of species de nes an ODE with a positive production and loss term tting in the format (1.1). The lumping thus amounts to integrating this additional scalar ODE, combined with a correction step to satisfy (3.7). The correction step is made after every iteration and rede nes NO 2 in terms of the other species in the group. It is the combination of an accurate solution for NO y and this rede nition of NO 2 that ensures nitrogen conservation.
CPU time is determined by the production, loss rate and rate coe cient computations. For the three di erent methods we found that per time step TWOSTEP and QSSA2 use nearly the same CPU time (on an SGI workstation and a CRAY), whereas QSSA1 is more expensive. The CPU times for TWOSTEP and QSSA2 are nearly equal since the latter computes rate coe cients only in the rst stage and its implementation is simple without any overhead. QSSA1 is signi cantly more expensive per step due to the additional iterations for the second component set. In our tests, the actual CPU time ratio between QSSA1 and the other two solvers varied between 2 and 4. This ratio of course depends on the programming style, computer, compiler options, I/O, etc.
Time evolution of O 3 and NO
The constant stepsize currently used in the EMEP trajectory model is 900 seconds. This stepsize is large compared to stepsizes reported in earlier work (see 5, 6] ), but has usually been found to be acceptable for rural ozone modelling because the low concentrations found in the rural atmosphere lead to quite long time scales for most chemical processes 14]. It is therefore of interest to rst compare the three methods, for the rural emission case, using the constant stepsizes of 300 and 900 sec. Note that with a 300 sec. stepsize TWOSTEP and QSSA2 require approximately the same CPU time as QSSA1 with 900 sec. QSSA2 is applied with the full lumping procedure.
We consider the evolution in time of O 3 and NO, depicted in Figures 1 and 2 , respectively. The gures contain a very accurate reference solution, plus the 300 and 900 sec. approximate solutions. Note that O 3 varies gradually, whereas NO clearly reveals the e ect of photolysis at sunset and sunrise. Other concentrations which also rapidly change at sunset and sunrise are, e.g., NO 2 and NO 3 . Our conclusions drawn below for NO are valid, approximately, for these species too.
We see that with the 900 sec. stepsize the two QSSA methods compute O 3 with a comparable accuracy, whereas TWOSTEP is slightly behind. For the 300 sec. stepsize no di erence can be seen. No doubt the QSSA methods exploit here the bene ts of the full lumping procedure. For NO the situation is a bit di erent. Comparing TWOSTEP and QSSA1, we see that the latter computes NO much more accurately for the 900 sec. stepsize, no doubt due to the full lumping. If we also take into account CPU time, then we see that the solutions computed by TWOSTEP (300 sec.) and QSSA1 (900 sec) are equally accurate (up to the plotting accuracy level). It is obvious that QSSA2 falls behind for the NO computation, despite the full lumping employed.
Accuracy versus CPU for the two test cases
For a second and more thorough comparison we now introduce the relative root mean square error RRMS k for each species k, taken over the endpoints of all 2-hour intervals over the 112 hours. Hence,
(y k (t n )) 2 ; (4:1) where N = 56 and t n = 14400 + 7200n sec. We have calculated the number of signi cant digits for the maximum of RRMS k for all species, de ned by SDM = ? log 10 max k RRMS k Figure 3 we see that for the larger stepsizes the accuracy, displayed by SDM, appears to be low for all three xed stepsize methods. The crucial importance of full lumping in the QSSA methods is well illustrated for the two QSSA2 versions. Comparing the three methods using xed stepsize, we see that TWOSTEP shows a much better convergence behaviour than QSSA1 and QSSA2. In fact, its convergence behaviour is in very good accordance with its 2-nd order consistency. The 2nd-order of QSSA2 does not show up clearly, which is in accordance with the occurrence of the local order reduction phenomenon discussed in Sect. 2 of 16]. For the larger stepsizes the fully lumped QSSA2 o ers no improvement over the 1st-order QSSA1. Noteworthy is that the use of variable stepsizes in TWOSTEP does not o er any performance bene t over the xed step version for this rural case. The kink in the curves for min = 30; 100 are due to this prescribed minimal stepsize. An obvious conclusion is that in the current test TWOSTEP performs best in either xed or variable step modes, owing to its good convergence behaviour in accordance with order two. The same conclusions can be drawn from Figure 4 which displays the average errors through SDA.
Equivalent accuracy/e ciency plots are shown in Figures 5 and 6 for the more di cult urban case. Here seven xed stepsize runs are displayed for each method, viz. using = 1; 3; 10; 30; 100; 300; 900 and eight variable stepsize runs with TWOSTEP, which are de ned by the combinations made out of min = 1; 30; max = 900; (4:6) and rtol k = 10 ?l ; atol k = 1:0; l = 2; 3; 4; 5: (4:7) The very poor results found at long stepsizes are expected, and simply underscore the recommendations of 6, 7] that with QSSA methods stepsizes of at most 30 sec. should be used for urban simulations. In particular, the collapse of accuracy in QSSA2 with only NO y lumping shows the instability that can result in QSSA methods without su cient lumping. Accordingly, the arrow on these gures indicate the CPU usage of QSSA1 for the 30 sec. time steps, and should serve as a reference for practical usage. Interestingly, also in this comparison TWOSTEP with xed stepsizes performs notably better than QSSA1, near this CPU level, in spite of the fact that we have implemented only the barest minimum of the lumping procedures in TWOSTEP (only the NO y group). For xed stepsizes performance could certainly be improved by additional lumping procedures. We also see that TWOSTEP with variable stepsizes performs again better than QSSA1 at this level, so long as we use minimal stepsizes of approximately 30 sec. or less, although the use of variable stepsizes in TWOSTEP again does not seem to o er much performance bene t over the xed step version. Of course, the size of the integration intervals of 2 hours plays a role here. For longer time intervals it is to be expected that variable stepsizes will work out more e ciently. Finally we note that the kink in the curve for min = 30 is due to this prescribed minimal stepsize. 
Concluding remarks
When used with the appropriate stepsize, QSSA methods can deliver reasonable accuracy at the low CPU usage levels required by air pollution models. However, this can only be achieved by the use of lumping procedures and either iteration as in QSSA1 or a two-stage procedure as used in QSSA2. Without stepsize control, it can also be di cult to specify in advance which stepsize should be used. The two-step method presented here is an attempt to develop a numerical method which is both fast and accurate. We have used only the barest minimum of lumping procedures. Tests with both rural and urban emissions levels have clearly shown the superiority of the two-step method over the QSSA methods near the 1% error level. Undoubtably, the two-step method could be made even more e ective with more tuning (eg. more grouped species), but even without this the performance level obtained at this stage of development is more than satisfactory. The e ect of NO y lumping is illustrated in Figure 7 , where for the urban test case TWOSTEP is compared, when applied with and without lumping, using min = 1; max = 900; (5:1) and rtol k = 10 ?l ; atol k = 1:0; l = 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; (5:2) The e ect of lumping is seen to be of help to increase accuracy. We note in passing that CPU times in Figure 7 di er from CPU times in all previous gures due to working on two di erent workstations. An alternative to NO y lumping is to carry out a few additional block Gauss-Seidel iterations on the NO y + O 3 group since the species in this group are strongly coupled. Figure 7 shows the results of an experiment with TWOSTEP, using again (5.1)-(5.2) , where 5 such block iterations are carried out for each of the two overall iterations. We see that this leads to a slightly higher performance increase than NO y lumping. When compared with the normal application of TWOSTEP (solid line, +-marks), the gain is signi cant. For clarity, note that here NO y itself has not been used. Hence only the six individual species listed in (3.7) plus ozone were taken together in the block iteration. Figure 7 also shows results for the BDF code DASSL, developed for sti DAEs 1, 3] , applied to the ODE problem without lumping and again using the tolerances (5.2). The code was used as a black box integrating with all its default options, except that for each 2-hour interval a starting stepsize = 1 was imposed to reduce the start up costs. DASSL solves the problem without any di culty, but, as anticipated, near the 1% error range the implicit code is much more expensive than TWOSTEP due to the numerical algebra overhead. For very high accuracy DASSL becomes faster, as it uses a variable order strategy based on BDF formulas of order one to ve. For DASSL the CPU time does not increase for a smaller tolerance, because when the tolerance is decreased less Jacobian updates are used. This obviously saves work and turns out to approximately compensate for the increasing number of integration steps and backsolves which result from decreasing the tolerance.
Because DASSL performed less e ciently than we expected, we also applied the BDF code VODE 2, 3] in the same (black box) way as we used DASSL. The method parameters were ITASK = 4, MF = 22. We see that VODE is signi cantly faster than DASSL, but still much slower than TWOSTEP in the low accuracy range of interest to us. Again a smaller tolerance value does not lead to genuine increase in CPU time. The explanation is the same as for DASSL. However, VODE requires much less Jacobian updates when using MF = 22 (copies of the expensively generated Jacobian are saved) which explains it lower CPU time.
In the near future the current version of the two-step solver will be implemented in the EMEP model. Results will be reported elsewhere. At the same time we will continue our e orts towards the development of a hopefully even faster accurate solver along the ideas used in TWOSTEP.
